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Western’s dance team has entertained
audiences at football and basketball games all
year, and now they are opening their doors at
Maple Hall to perform for the public in a unique
showcase all their own.
Senior art and design major Jenaya
Stevenson serves as president and coach of
the dance team. Her efforts helped produce the
Winter Showcase, which she hopes is the first
of a new tradition.
“I thought it would be a great idea, not only
just for friends and family, but for the whole
student body to see and to get people who
may not be dance majors or minors interested
in the activity,” Stevenson said of the planned
performances.
The majority of the routines selected for the
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The dance team performs sets from fall 2021
and winter 2022

From left to right, front row: Jenaya Stevenson, Cheyenne Taylor, Macee Harrington.
From left to right, back row: Anna Martinez, Nakya Jay, Zuleima Lopez, Meredith Hegewald,
Gracie Jones, Kynna McPherson, Grace Comer.
Not pictured members: Jordan Bell, Sadi Haworth, Avi Cook, Jessica Zielisnki, Sophia
Woodall.
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SUBMISSIONS

THE WESTERN HOWL
encourages readers to share
their opinion through letters to
the editor and guest columns.
Submissions must be typed and
include the writer’s name. Contact
information will not be published
unless
requested.
Unsigned
submissions will not be printed
and original copies will not be
returned.
Letters to the editor may be
up to 300 words and guest columns
should not exceed 500 words.
THE
WESTERN HOWL
does not guarantee the publication
of all letters or columns. THE
WESTERN HOWL reserves the
right to edit for punctuation,
grammar, and spelling, but never
for content.
Please bring submissions to
THE WESTERN HOWL at Terry
House or email to howleditor@
wou.edu. Submissions must be
received by Monday at 5 p.m. to be
considered for print.
All opinions expressed in
columns, letters to the editor
or advertisements are the
views of the author and do
not necessarily reflect those of
THE WESTERN HOWL
or
Western Oregon University.

Continued on back

Watch and learn
Camille Lenning
Entertainment Editor | howlentertainment@wou.edu

Graphics by Julianna Tinker

Visiting Portland music instructors
teach and perform in Smith Hall
As part of the music department’s
ongoing guest artist series, Western voice
professor Claire Hudkins and visiting
music educators Sarah Maines, Joannah
Ball and Susan McDaniel will be hosting
two workshops and a final performance in
Smith Recital Hall.
The first workshop is on Feb. 10 in the
Columbia Room of the Werner University
Center, and will be led by Joannah Ball,
Willamette University artist associate
and voice instructor at Pacific University
and Reed College. This session is geared
towards utilizing the piano knowledge all
Western music majors must attain in order
to apply it to the classroom.
The second workshop, happening on

Feb. 11 in Smith Hall, will focus on vocal
health for classroom or studio teachers.
This session will be led by University
of Portland and Reed College adjunct
professor Sarah Maines.
While these events cater mostly to
music majors hoping to go into teaching,
the final concert is open for anyone to
enjoy. Maines, Ball and Hudkins will sing
a variety of songs from different genres
— from classical to musical theatre to
contemporary bluegrass — accompanied
by University of Portland music lecturer
Susan McDaniel on piano.
According to Hudkins, every song
being performed will focus on the theme
of the concert, “Belonging,” inspired by
@thewesternhowl

the quote from American researcher, Brené
Brown: “True belonging doesn’t require us
to change who we are. It requires us to be
who we are.”
This idea, proposed by Maines, is meant
to promote inclusion and self -acceptance.
“Sarah came up with the idea of loosely
having this (theme) of belonging, and how
each piece of music that we’re doing, how
that sort of fits in, whether it be around
women’s rights or race relations or anything,”
Hudkins said.
The concert will be on Feb. 11 at 7:30
p.m. in Smith Recital Hall. Western students
can attend for free, while general tickets will
be $10.
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Murder isn’t funny, but this is
Mollie Herron | News Editor | howlnews@wou.edu

Photo courtesy of Netflix.com

Will Arnett keeps
viewers guessing and
laughing through
“Murderville”
Netflix’s “Murderville” is a new comedy
series that shows what would happen if we were
put in our favorite murder mystery show and how
ridiculous we would look trying to solve them.
Will Arnett is hilarious as Detective Terry
Seattle, who is joined every episode by a new
celebrity guest. The catch is the guest is not given
a script and must investigate without any prior
knowledge. Arnett is joined by guest stars such as
Ken Jeong, Marshawn Lynch and Annie Murphy.
Arnett’s character Terry Seattle is an
unhinged detective who urges his guest stars to
make unarguably terrible decisions which only
encourages them to break. The best moments are
when the guest star also plays into the absurdity
of the show and Arnett breaks character himself.
That leaves the audience watching two comedians
play with the nipples of a corpse or arguing over
whether or not pancakes need to be boiled.
In almost every episode there is a scene that

“Murderville” is available to stream on Netflix, but the original series, “Murder in Successville” is not.

truly tests the guest star’s acting skills. They
are given an ear piece and sent into a ridiculous
situation with Detective Seattle whispering
absolute nonsense into their ear. This often
leads to more breaks in character that will leave
viewers clutching their stomach.
The setup for each murder mystery is very
obvious and makes it clear what the guest should
be looking for. This allows the audience to figure
it out alongside them. Personally, I only guessed
three of them right because I spent much more
time laughing than trying to figure out who the
killer was — that is probably exactly happens

with most of the guest stars.
If viewers aren’t interested in comedy
detective shows but still want to check it out, I
highly suggest watching episode three with guest
Kumail Nanjiani. The pair goes to Detective
Seattle’s high school reunion where we get to see
a bit of his backstory and why he acts like the
absolute fool that he is. I made the bad decision
of watching this whole series in public and had to
hold back many laughs and tears while watching
Nanjiani attempt to keep it together on set.
9/10.

Love, underrated

Photo courtesy of imdb.com

Avoid the Valentine’s cliches with these underrated
movies
Camille Lenning | Entertainment Editor | howlentertainment@wou.edu
Valentine’s Day activities can
sometimes be overly cliche, and no
tradition encapsulates this more than
the annual viewing of “The Notebook.”
If this inevitability doesn’t sound
appealing, here is a list of less cliche
movies to enjoy on the day of love.
•

•

“The Princess Bride” (1987)
— After being separated for
many years, a man must battle
assassins, mythical villains and
death itself to save his one true
love from a king who intends to
marry her.
“Pride and Prejudice” (2005)
— Stubborn Elizabeth Bennet
and arrogant Mr. Darcy must

•

•

overcome their personal biases
in order to fall in love and marry
in 19th century England.
“Love, Simon” (2018) — This
romantic
comedy
follows
17-year-old Simon, who has yet
to come out as gay to his friends
and family. When he falls for
an anonymous gay classmate
online, his situation only
becomes more complicated.
“Deadpool”
(2016)
—
After undergoing torturous
experiments that left him with
healing powers but a disfigured
apperance, mercenary Wade
Wilson goes on a rampage to
kill the man who destoyed his

KISSES
According to imdb.com, the movie “Deadpool” was
shot in 48 days.

•

life, and maybe win back his
girlfriend in the process.
“The Guernsey Literary and
Potato Peel Society” (2018)
— After World War II, a
London-based writer begins
correspondence with residents
from the island of Guernsey,
which was German-occupied
during the war. Through the

@thewesternhowl

•

letters, she begins to understand
what living under tyranny was
like.
“Casablanca” (1942) — An
American business owner in
Casablanca, Morocco must
choose whether or not to aid his
former flame and her husband in
fleeing Nazi persecution.
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Construction craziness
continues

Mikayla Coleman
Managing Editor | howlmanagingeditor@wou.edu
Phase two of construction on Monmouth Avenue is continuing efforts to fix Western’s steam
line.
There was never a plan to have a phase two
for this specific project, but because of additional damage that was discovered during the first
phase, they had to continue working on the line.
Work on the steam line has taken longer than
expected for a myriad of unforeseen circumstances.
Construction was unable to begin until after
graduation ceremonies commenced in 2021, even
though the project was approved several months
before then. The delivery of piping material and
critical valves was delayed substantially, around
six to eight weeks, due to supply chain issues.
There were also change orders — some of the
existing conditions were not fully documented in
the existing drawings — which resulted in the
need for more materials, different requirements

Western continues phase two of
construction on Monmouth Avenue

Photo by Mikayla Coleman

Construction is expected to end in April 2022.

and an increased project scope.
“Construction work involving utilities services placed in the ground can be slow and unpredictable,” said Mike Elliot, project manager
for Capital Planning and Construction. “Most
often, the work to be performed is on systems
which can be decades old and not always well
documented. Because Western is 150 years old,
the steam line system has been added to many

Another shot for
Cancer Moonshot

times in several phases and projects. While all of
the information concerning the steam system is
available, it has not been collected in a single set
of construction drawings. This fact has added to
the complexity of completely understanding the
total scope of the project.”
All the unexpected discoveries have given
construction crews the opportunity to address
more issues.
“One goal for the final outcome of the steam
line repair project is to produce a single set of
‘as built’ drawings documenting the entire steam
line system on campus,” said Elliot. “This will
significantly assist the Facilities Department in
the future in providing preventative maintenance
of the system ensuring the longevity of the new
steam line.”
Originally due to end in Nov. 2021, the best
estimate of when construction will be finished is
now April 2022.
Photo courtesy of time.com

Mikayla Coleman
Managing Editor | howlmanagingeditor@wou.edu

President Biden relaunches program to improve
cancer research efforts
On Feb. 2 the Biden-Harris Administration
announced the relaunch of the Cancer
Moonshot. Originally released in 2016 when
Biden was vice president, the Cancer Moonshot
sought to accelerate progress against cancer by
over 50% in the next 25 years, as well as find
ways to improve the experience of living with
and surviving cancer.
In an official White House statement, they
said “Because of recent progress in cancer
therapeutics, diagnostics, and patient-driven
care, as well as the scientific advances and public
health lessons of the COVID-19 pandemic, it’s
now possible to set ambitious goals. …”

The initial experience that brought this issue
into the hearts of the Bidens was when four friends
of Jill Biden were diagnosed with breast cancer.
The following year, she launched the Biden Breast
Health Initiative to educate Delaware high school
students about cancer prevention at an early age. As
first lady she continues to advocate for improving
patient, family and caregiver experiences with
cancer.
President Biden is working in conjunction with
the United Kingdom to make scientific progress
related to cancer research. He is also hoping to form
a Cancer Cabinet convened by the White House
to address cancer across several departments and

@thewesternhowl

The Biden-Harris administration reinstated the
original 2016 Cancer Moonshot in 2022.

agencies.
The statement has several lists of ideas
they hope to focus on that will contribute
to the goal of addressing and eradicating
cancer, including early diagnosis, prevention,
addressing inequities that can lead to cancer,
administering the correct treatments and
learning from those who have experienced
cancer in any capacity.
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Western makes money moves
2022–23 IFC budgeting process
begins after a late start

On Feb. 2, the Incidental Fee Committee met
to begin hearing budget presentations for the
2022–23 school year. Abby’s House, the Food
Pantry, Childcare Services, WOLF Ride and the
Creative Arts each plead their case on why their
group’s budgets should either increase or stay
the same as the previous year.
After giving their respective presentations,
there was a Q&A session with the heads of each
group for clarification on key details that will
be important to consider during the budgeting
process. Some ideas discussed were the presence
of graduate students and how much they use
IFC funded programs; what resources exist for
food disparity, lack of transportation and lack
of childcare before the groups were created;
and how often groups that fall under IFC allow
students to get career-specific experience.
The IFC at Western is made up of faculty,
administrators and students.
Out of these three categories, student
members are the only ones that are able to vote.

Mikayla Coleman
Managing Editor | howlmanagingeditor@wou.edu

Students on the committee are either elected
to serve via Associated Students of Western
Oregon University elections or appointed by
either the Student Body President or the Western
President.
The IFC process covers the budgeting
for specific groups that contribute to student
success at Western in many different areas.
Student media, Abby’s House, the Food Pantry,
ASWOU, Athletics, Campus Recreation,
childcare services, Creative Arts, Student
Engagement, Leadership, Student Activities
and WOLF Ride all fall under the IFC umbrella
and are funded through the incidental fees —
usually around $350 – $400 per student — that
are charged to students taking at least one credit
hour at Western.
With the immense challenges that the
COVID-19 pandemic has presented in recent
years, groups that are funded by IFC have been
digging into a backup fund rather than generating
revenue for themselves. It has worked as a

Photo by Rylie Horrall

IFC budget presentations will be continuing in the
following weeks.

part of the emergency response, but it is not a
renewable resource and will eventually run dry.
As a result of this challenge and enrollment at
Western dropping by 11%, the overall IFC budget
is expected to decrease.
The next IFC meeting will be Feb. 9 in which
head budget presentations will commence.
Following the presentations, there will be an
open forum for student input on Feb. 23 on Zoom
in two sessions, 5 – 7 p.m. and 7:30 – 9 p.m.

Welcome to protactile

DeafBlind community develops language
that does not require sight or hearing
The Pacific Northwest is the
birthplace for one of the biggest
language advances for the DeafBlind community. The language,
named protactile, was created to
allow for direct communication
between DeafBlind people. It
prioritizes touch over visual and
auditory senses.
Earlier this year, Western and
the DeafBlind Interpreting
National Training and Resource
Center were awarded a five
year, $2.1 million grant by the
U.S. Department of Education’s
Rehabilitation Services Administration to aid in training
interpreters in the language.
At the heart of this new language is Jelica Nuccio, the DeafBlind educator and leader of the
protactile movement. Nuccio

recently did an interview on
Oregon Public Broadcasting’s
“Think Out Loud,” where she
spoke about the traditional view
of language variation and communication for the DeafBlind
community.
“We can’t grow if we always are
only getting things second hand
from other people who are seeing them in the world first hand
because people are uncomfortable shifting to a tactile ground.
There have been years and years
and years of isolation for DeafBlind people,” said Nuccio.
The need for protactile initially
arose 10 years ago as a movement in Seattle, Washington.
There, Nuccio worked as an
advocate and spokesperson for
the DeafBlind community via

Mirella Barrera-Betancourt
Staff Writer | howlstaffwriter@wou.edu

the Deaf-Blind Service Center.
Before protactile, there was no
method for DeafBlind individuals to communicate directly
with each other, as communication and impairment varied
widely between individuals.
Some used visual ASL, while
others preferred tactile ASL, a
modified version of ASL that
utilizes hand-over-hand signing
to help the user track the movements in airspace but still has a
visual focus. Protactile, meanwhile, is rooted in touch instead
of visual space or sound.
“Individuals will always have
their own idiosyncratic approaches and varying access
needs and preferences, but
protactile, as an entirely tactile
language, is fully accessible

@thewesternhowl

Photo by Rylie Horrall
Protactile was recently developed in Seattle,
Washington by Jelica Nuccio.
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Three Valentine’s Day gifts for that special someone
Valentine’s Day doesn’t always
have to cost a lot of money, and for
many people a homemade gift can
be more meaningful. Here are a few
ideas of gifts to make for a significant
other, crush, friend or even roommate.

Photo by Sarah Austin
Make a “date night” jar to redeem at a
later date.

Date night jar. This gift is great for a
Valentine who has a hard time thinking
of date ideas, or activities they love so
both parties feel appreciated.
Supplies
needed:
paper,
a
permanent marker, scissors and a jar
or box.
Instructions: On a sheet of paper,
write in one color activities both
people can do at home; examples
include game night, movie night,
cookoff, paint night, cook for one
another or no electronics night. Cut
to size and fold in half, then place in

Sarah Austin | Lifestyle Editor
howllifestyle@wou.edu

the jar. On the next sheet in a different
color write activities to do together that
do not cost money but require going
somewhere; examples include hiking
or having a picnic at the park. Lastly,
repeat in another color activities that
can be done together that would cost
money; examples include “dessert on
me”, dinner at a desired restaurant or
“a golf match on me.” Write the key
and attach to one side of the box or jar
so everyone knows.
Memory album. This is a beautiful
gift to give someone important.
Supplies needed: printed photos, a
scrapbook or photo album and a pen.
Instructions: Choose photos of
the gift receiver or memories shared
with them, then print. After printing,
arrange photos and put them in the
scrapbook or photo album. If desired,

add labels or captions. When done,
write a card or just give to the person
and watch them relive and re-love the
memories before them.
“Crazy about you” notes. A
heartfelt gift to be cherished forever.
Supplies needed: Strips of paper or
small sticky notes, a mason jar and a
marker.
Instructions: Using the paper strips
or sticky notes, write on each one
something that is appreciated about
the person it is being given to. Fold
or roll up, then place in the jar. They
can read them whenever they want as
a pick-me-up or right then to feel the
love.

4EVER

CREATING A
FRIENDSHIP CULTURE
Tips to making long lasting relationships

Sarah Austin | Lifestyle Editor | howllifestyle@wou.edu
Finding and making friends as an adult
can be difficult. The first thing to recognize
is that it all starts with making an effort —
whether it be putting oneself out there, or
finding someone with similar interests —
and it can be tiring. Making that move can
be the difference between finding a friend
for life, and spending time alone — which is
okay too, if preferred. All relationships take
effort from both sides, so doing one’s part is
important and if unable to, asking for help
or communicating can mean the world. The
following four pillars of friendship, when
followed, can help ensure this.
1. Making friendship a core value: by
implementing relationships with friends
as a core value, one is able to make a deep
connection and build a support system for all
parties to appreciate.

2. Team building activities: when others
feel comfortable being themselves they are
more inclined to make a life long friendship.
Ideas for this include group yoga, working
out together, creating videos for social
media, game nights, paint nights and even a
white elephant gift party, depending on the
time of year.
3. Sharing priorities: by communicating
and sharing life priorities with each other,
a deeper friendship can be established and
bonded upon. This can include things from
career and family goals to traveling and
fitness.
4. Establishing rituals: having set days
or things that can be done for one another
or together is a perfect way to strengthen
both the friendship and one’s own mental
wellbeing.
@thewesternhowl

Photo by Rylie Horrall
Game nights are an option that can become a
weekly or monthly occurrence.
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be mine

Sarah Austin | Lifestyle Editor | howllifestyle@wou.edu
Valentine’s Day dinner is a date night staple.
Cooking for that special someone can be the perfect
way to their heart — through the stomach. Here are
three recipes to spice up the night.
VEGAN LINGUINE
Start to finish: 30 minutes
Yields: 2 servings
One 15-gram wholemeal linguine
1 lime, zested and juiced
1 avocado, chopped
2 tomatoes, chopped
½ pack fresh chopped coriander
1 red onion, finely chopped
1 red chili, finely chopped
Cook pasta according to the package, about 10
minutes. Put lime juice and zesting in a medium bowl.
Combine with avocado, tomatoes, coriander, onion
and chili. Mix well. Drain pasta and add to bowl, then
mix. Serve while hot, or refrigerate and serve cold.
Recipe from BBC Good Food
CREAMY TUSCAN CHICKEN
Start to finish: 45 minutes
Yields: 4 servings
1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
4 boneless skinless chicken breasts
Kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper
1 teaspoon dried oregano

3 tablespoons butter
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 ½ cups cherry tomatoes, halved
3 cups baby spinach
½ cup heavy cream
¼ cup freshly grated Parmesan
Lemon wedges, for serving
In a skillet, heat oil on medium heat. Add chicken,
season with salt, pepper and oregano. Cook until
golden, 8 minutes per side. Remove from the skillet
then set aside. Melt butter in a skillet then stir in garlic
and cook until fragrant, about 1 minute. Add tomatoes
and season to taste with salt and pepper. Cook until
tomatoes are about to burst, then add spinach. Cook
until wilted. Stir in heavy cream and Parmesan. Reduce
heat to low, about 3 minutes. Add chicken to the skillet
and cook for 5 – 7 minutes. Serve with lemon wedges.
Recipe from Delish
SEARED SCALLOPS
Start to finish: 9 minutes
Yields: 12 – 13 scallops
1 pound fresh large scallops (12 – 13 pieces)
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ground black pepper
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
¼ cup butter
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1 teaspoon Italian seasoning
1 teaspoon parsley, finely chopped

PALentines
Photo by Rylie Horrall
For the drink competition, alcoholic and non-alcoholic
beverages can be used.

2 lemon wedges
Pat scallops dry with a paper towel then season
with salt and pepper. Add oil in skillet over mediumhigh heat for 3 minutes until oil sizzles. Once the
pan is hot, place scallops in. Cook for 2 minutes.
Turn scallops over then add butter and garlic to the
pan. Sprinkle Italian seasoning on top then cook
for another 2 minutes. Transfer onto a plate and
sprinkle parsley on top. Serve with lemon wedges.
Recipe from Ahead Of Thyme

Four ideas for a friendship party

Sarah Austin
Lifestyle Editor | howllifestyle@wou.edu

Many people have heard of “Galentine’s” —a
girl’s night before Valentine’s Day for singles
to avoid loneliness. PALentine’s is even better,
swapping significant others for friends of any
gender or relationship status for the sole intention
of enjoying the other’s company and having fun.
Here are four party ideas to make any PALentine’s
event enjoyable.
Host a themed meal. Choose the meal of
preference — brunch for example — and pick a
theme to follow. Have everyone show up dressed
for said theme. Whether it be a “white lies”
or “country western” party, everyone will feel
included.
Drink competition. Let attendees know
they will need to have a recipe for their drink of
choice, and have all the necessary ingredients to
make drinks with. While everyone is hanging out
and chatting, one person will make their drink
@thewesternhowl

Photo by Sarah Austin
Cash in coupon for a homemade dinner on Valentine’s Day.

and bring out a cup for each person to try. After
tasting, each person should score the drink on a
piece of paper, then the next will begin to create
their drink. Repeat the process until everyone has
gone. The host should count all votes and name
the best drink at the end. All participants should
drink responsibly.
Game night. Have each person bring a game
to the party and play each one by one. Let the
winner of the last game pick the next game. This
can go on for hours if time permits.
Hike and a picnic. As Pacific Northwest
dwellers, a great amount of people love the
outdoors. What better way to celebrate friendship
with them than to go on a pretty hike and fill up
on yummy food? This can be done as a destination
surprise or be planned.
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THIS WEEK

IN COMPLETELY MADE UP

HOROSCOPES
Compiled by The Western Howl staff

ARIES

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

Forget the red roses—I want money!

Nothing says love yourself by staying
in with a bottle of wine and a fresh
batch of brownies

A box of chocolates won’t get rid
of their red flags, but a bottle of
champagne will.

Rose quartz is the crystal of
unconditional love. BRB i’m gonna
buy seven

3/21–4/19

4/20–5/20

5/21–6/20

6/21–7/22

LEO

VIRGO

LIBRA

SCORPIO

show yourself love by getting
absolutely obliterated on a monday
night

Maybe it’s time to download Hinge

Be sure to eat a balanced breakfast of
eggplants, peaches, and beans. You’ll
have the most suitors that way.

Maybe it’s time to uninstall Hinge

7/23–8/22

8/23–9/22

9/23–10/22

10/23–11/21

SAGITTARIUS CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES

Seven people have asked you to be
I’m too busy for this s--t.
their Valentine so far, but you’ve got
your eye on a particularly nice box of
Ferrero Rocher

Twenty years without a Valentine,
what’s one more?

Try to cry a little less this year, being
single isn’t THAT bad

11/22–12/21

12/22–1/19

1/20–2/18

2/19–3/20

Don’t pick-me-up
The Western Howl staff compiles the best bad pick-up lines they’ve heard
Are you my morning coffee? Cuz
you’re hot and burned the h--l out of my
mouth
Hey girl, are you a Pokémon? Cuz I
wanna get a peekatchu.

I like legos, and I know you like legos….
Why don’t we build a relationship?

TEXT ME

I don’t have a library card, but do you
mind if I check you out?

Do you like Star Wars? Cause Yoda
one for me.
If you were words on a page, you’d be
the fine print.
Did it hurt when you fell from
Tennessee?

I was wondering if you had an extra
heart… because mine was just stolen.
@thewesternhowl
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Art by news editor Mollie Herron.

Photo by Rylie Horrall

Why I enjoy Valentine’s Day without a partner
Mollie Herron | News Editor | howlnews@wou.edu

Everything being red, pink and heart shaped
is a clear sign that Valentine’s Day is upon us.
Sales of chocolates and obnoxiously oversized
teddy bears fill every store and the number of
romantic comedies on TV has dramatically
increased. Valentine’s Day is a holiday that makes
people in relationships look at single folks with a
sympathetic face because they think, “Who could
ever be happy if they’re not in love?”
For many of us, Feb. 14 will be spent without
a significant other despite our striking good looks
and our charming sense of humor. It’s often seen
as heartbreaking to spend the day alone, but is it
really all that bad?
As a single person, I don’t fear Valentine’s Day
like everyone thinks I should. I actually love it and
it is one of my favorite holidays. The season of love
gives me an excuse to wear all red and pink without
judgment for my overwhelming amount of bright
colored clothing. I love the cheesy decorations and
the hearts ornamenting other people’s clothing and
accessories as well as my own. I also love to give
little pieces of candy taped to a paper with the most
unfunny joke written on it to anyone and everyone

I know.
Being single is not the depression rut where we
sit and envy those who are in love like so many
people think it is. Many of us find comfort in being
alone as it gives us the freedom to do whatever
or whoever we want, consensually. Going through
life alone does not make you lonely and spending
one day of the year without a partner while others
celebrate theirs isn’t all that different from the other
364. Personally, being in a long term relationship is
not one of my goals in life, so it is hard for me to be
jealous of those “in love.” I view relationships as
an “if it happens, it happens, if it doesn’t, oh well”
sort of situation. Therefore, Valentine’s Day’s
lovey-dovey theme doesn’t make me upset about
my own relationship status, but rather reminds me
that other people see marriage as a goal and I do
not.
Even if I didn’t have the views I do, I think it
would be hard to be upset about not being in love
on Valentine’s Day. Advertisements for candy and
plush animals don’t make me want to be in love.
They make me happy that I don’t have to spend
money on cheap junk that is going to sit in a drawer
@thewesternhowl

for a year or be eaten in 30 seconds. The idea of
celebrating love is appealing, but using cheap gifts
as a way of celebrating seems unequivocal to the
emotion you are supposed to feel for one another.
If I were to go on a nice date with my partner
then it would most likely be in a crowded restaurant
or to some activity where we make crafts together
in a full art studio. I wouldn’t want the only
reason I am being appreciated by my partner to be
because Hallmark has a sale around the same time
every year and there’s an abundance of candy in
the stores.
For me Valentine’s Day is all about wearing red
and pink, most likely accompanied by glitter and
sequins, and handing out sweet treats to everyone I
love even if they’re not someone I am romantically
involved with. Sure, being in a relationship or
even a flirtationship would be nice, but it’s not a
requirement for me to be happy. Do I wish I was
spending Valentine’s Day with the person who sits
by me in class and occasionally steals glances with
me and smiles when we realize we’ve made eye
contact? A little bit. Is it the end of the world if I
don’t? No.
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MYSTERY
Valentine’s Day history from
the Lupercalia festival to the
many figures of St. Valentine

Mirella Barrera-Betancourt
Staff Writer | howlstaffwriter@wou.edu

Photo by Rylie Horrall

Every year when Valentine’s Day rolls around,
most couples flock to make each other happy with
gifts. When people think of the history of Valentine’s
Day and its founder after which it’s named, St.
Valentine, they usually think of romantic poetry,
love letters and sappy acts of affection.
Regardless of the typically happy spirit of
Valentine’s Day, the celebration was not always so
jolly. The history lies primarily in mystery and gore.
Contrary to what many believe, there was
more than one figure referring to themselves as St.
Valentine, with mystery shrouded over who the real
one was. The Catholic church recognizes at least three
different individuals as St. Valentine. In one legend,
Valentine was a priest who went against the orders
of Emperor Claudias II after outlawing marriage for
young men. As a priest, Valentine continued to bless
and perform marriages for young couples.
In another tale, the true namesake of the history is
St. Valentine of Terni, a Roman bishop who restored
the sight and hearing of his jailor’s child after being
accused of treason.
The third storyline has Valentine falling in love
with the same jailor’s daughter, writing what would

AND
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The history of a beloved holiday, Valentine’s, is not-so joyous.

come to be known as the first “valentine” where
he first used the signature saying, “From your
Valentine.” Nevertheless, the history of all three
ended in death due to martyrdom.
However, before the many figures of St. Valentine,
there was the gory pagan festival in February.
In recent history, Valentine’s Day has been
associated with the Christian church’s effort to
“christianize” the festival of Lupercalia celebrated
each year on Feb. 15. The details and traditions of
Lupercalia vary in terms of brazenness, but some
modern tellings have it as an alluring display aimed
to highlight fertility, sex and prosperity. Each
Lupercalia began with the sacrifice of a goat or a
dog, after which young priests and noblemen would
run around the streets naked, slapping everyone they
saw with slabs of goat skin. It was believed the goat
skins would make women highly fertile. From there,
women would write their names on clay tablets,
which men would draw from a jar and consequently
win a date.
Lupercalia was officially outlawed in the fifth
century after Pope Gelasuis named Feb. 14 as Saint
Valentine’s Day, although it wasn’t until much later
@thewesternhowl

that it began to be known as the day of love.
In truth, the sole reason St. Valentine’s Day
became associated with romance was largely due to
the English poet Geoffrey Chaucer. In the Middle
Ages, Chaucer wrote the poem “Parliament of
Fowls” that contained the line, “For this was on
Saint Valentine’s Day, when every bird comes there
to choose his mate.” It was commonly believed
during this time that Feb. 14 marked the beginning
of birds’ mating season.
Valentine’s greeting cards were common by
the 17th century, with historical records showing
Charles, Duke of Orleans participating in their
creation, alongside King Henry V. However,
handmade valentines were heavily popularized in
the 19th century by artist Esther A. Howland, known
as the “Mother of the Valentine” when she began
mass producing valentines with lace and ribbons.
So who was the real figure of Valentine’s Day?
Today, many see the poet Goeffrey Chaucer as the
true namesake for the romantic holiday. Thanks to
Chaucer, couples all over the world are able to enjoy
a day of romance and affection.
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Make the best out of Valentine’s date night by going out to these locations
Mirella Barrera-Betancourt | Staff Writer | howlstaffwriter@wou.edu
Mollie Herron | News Editor | howlnews@wou.edu

Valentine’s Day is a time for
smooches, cuddles and chocolate,
amidst much more scandalous
activities. However, the best
Valentine’s date night is one spent
far from the premise of one’s home.
When searching for a possible date
spot, consider these few locations in
and out of Monmouth.
For those with cars, consider
traveling further away from campus
for a Valentine’s date.
Jubilee Champagne and Dessert
Bar in Independence is open from
noon until 7 p.m. for everyone’s cute
dessert needs. Jubilee is an ideal place
for a midday date where patrons can
pick up a sweet treat for them and
their sweet thing to go for a stroll
through town. Check out their menu
at jubileechampagneanddessert.com.
For those who prefer a date later
in the day, the Independence Cinema
is always showing new movies. The
Valentine’s Day film “Marry Me” is
sure to be a fun story between Jennifer

Lopez and Owen Wilson where it’s
almost guaranteed that they fall in
love at the end.
Stomp Tasting Room by Croft
Vineyards is open for those who
would rather celebrate the weekend
before Valentine’s Day and is a short
16 minute drive from campus. Sip
wines and have a good time with a
21 or older partner on the Friday,
Saturday or Sunday before the 14th.
The best way to save a spot for the
presumably busy weekend is to
make a reservation on their website,
croftvineyards.com.
For couples willing to drive
further for a more intimate and fun
experience, try a couples dance lesson
for the night at Arthur Murray Dance
Studio in Salem with the purchase of
a lesson. Dance the night away and
literally sweep one’s date off their
feet. Salem also has some of the best
food perfect for nights like these. For
instance, Salem is home to Basil and
Board, an Italian pizzeria and wine

cafe, with the best ambience for date
night.
If one doesn’t have a car, or
students just don’t want to travel far
for Valentine’s Day, walk the short
distance to and from one of the best
spots to eat near Western. If one
prefers a morning date, Flapjacks
is the perfect eatery within walking
distance from Western. Visitors will
taste some of the best food available
in Monmouth. The menu consists of
pancakes, milkshakes, smoothies and
breakfast burritos, amongst much
more.
Only two minutes away from
Western is Craft Bar West. In addition
to delicious cocktails, they host arts
and crafts nights, such as painting or
sign making, which makes this spot
perfect for both the romantic and the
artistic. For the early birds, Craft Bar
also serves coffee and tea. Call ahead
to make a reservation.
Crush Wine Bar & Tasting Room,
also known as the coolest bar in

Rose covered glasses

Photo by Camille Lenning
Monmouth is home to restaurants with
the best ambience for date night.

Monmouth, is open for in person dine
in. For those who are 21 and older,
they have a great selection of beer,
wine and cocktails. Although it is
technically a bar, Crush Wine Bar has
a little something for everyone.

Valentine’s Day playlist for the secretly crushing hopeless romantics
The Western Howl Collective

Valentine’s Day is a time of love — whether it’s self-love, platonic,
romantic or any other option out there. In spirit of the holiday, The Western
Howl compiled multiple songs that we felt encapsulated the theme: songs to
listen when secretly crushing on someone. Find a full playlist of these songs on
our Spotify, @The Western Howl, by scanning the code below using Spotify’s
search tab.
“Cleopatra” — The Lumineers
“Romeo & Juilet” — Peter McPoland
“If I Am Only My Thoughts” — Loving
“Take Me Down Easy” — James Henry Jr.
“Acolyte” — Slaughter Beach, Dog
“Like Real People Do” — Hozier
“You” — Good Morning
“Earth Angel” cover — Joseph Vincent
“Crush” — Tessa Violet
“Adore You” — Harry Styles
“Make You Mine” — PUBLIC
“Kiss Me” — Sixpence None The Richer
“I Want You to Want Me” — Letters To Cleo

“About You Now” cover — A Summer High
“Stutter” — Marianas Trench
“I Hate The Way This Feels” — Kalie Shorr
“Say You Won’t Let Go” cover — Joseph Vincent
“Think Of You” — Mayday Parade
“Chinese Restaurant” — Scott Helman
“Venus” — Sleeping At Last
“I Still Remember” — Bloc Party
“11:11” — Ben Barnes
“Wild Horses” — The Rolling Stones
“You Are In Love” — Taylor Swift
“Love & War in Your Twenties” — Jordy Searcy
“Be My Baby” — The Ronettes
@thewesternhowl

“Ain’t Over You” — Aaron Taos
“Ophelia” — The Lumineers
“Someone To You” — BANNERS
“The Night We Met” — Lord Huron
“Somebody Else” — The 1975
“THATS WHAT I WANT” — Lil Nas X
“I Got You Babe” — Sonny & Cher
“I’m Yours” — Jason Mraz
“Peach Scone” — Hobo Johnson
“Haunt Me” — Samsa
“Losing You” — Boy Pablo
“He Could Be the One” — Hannah Montana
“Hey Stephen (Taylor’s Version)” — Taylor Swift
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From left to right: Allison Vanderzanden, Addie Floyd, Julianna Tinker, Mollie Herron, Mikayla Coleman, Rylie Horrall, Mitch Martin, Camille Lenning, Sarah Austin, Mirella Barrera-Betancourt and
Caitlin Quirk.

Dance
Continued from page 2

showcase will be from the dance team’s
fall and winter term performances,
including “Fast Motion” and “Staying
Alive,” both of which were performed
during football halftime shows.
However, there will also be solos and
duets that were choreographed by the
dancers and old coaches specifically
for this event.
Stevenson expressed pride in the
dance team and their efforts to put on
the showcase.
“It was so great to see everyone
push themselves and learn things when
they didn’t have the luxury of time,”

Protactile
Continued from page 5

Stevenson said. “I think that they
deserve their own time to shine.”
The dance team will be
performing their routines on Feb. 11
and Feb. 12 at 7 p.m. inside Maple
Hall. Tickets for the showcase
will be available in the Werner
University Center on Feb. 9 and Feb.
10, 10 a.m. – 12 p.m. If purchased at
the dance team’s tabling, tickets will
be $5 for students and $8 for non
students. Those who want to buy
tickets at the door on performance
nights will be charged $10.

regardless of hearing or vision
levels, for all users,” said Cole
Boeck, junior and interpreting
studies major at Western currently learning protactile.
Nuccio is the lead educator
for the DeafBlind Interpreting
Institute at Western. Students
wishing to get involved with
protactile or learn more can
contact Nuccio or the DeafBlind
Interpreting Institute. They can
also view the videos accessible
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through the DBII Moodle at
dbinterpreting.com for more
information.

xoxo
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